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7 “Muth +o % oyu i 6 WM / 

Fetzer's 

Part IV, titled "ARRB Revelations," is all Douglas Horne. It 

struct Fetzer that each Part should have two parts, no more 

no less, so Fetzer's first part is titled "Evidence of a Gov/hment 

do ver-UP:Two Different Brain Specimens in President Kennedy' 

Autopsy" (page 299 ff) and “Interviews with Former wPId Baployees: 

The Zapruder Pidg in provenibar 1963." Fetzer any sai 

for the first ting, 9e“"new information" in the fir ot H’o orne' s essays, 
Li aly 

"the discovery that two brain examinations had been -ma¢ee 
ee 

comducterd subsequemt to MH 22 “ovegmber 1963, which invol ved two 

different brains." Opposite to this, an the margin, as soon as I 
‘ gw! 

reas shose words I wrote im ¥jyr ~segin,"Why? " Fetzer then wrote 

thet"thas report" is "fascinating." His entire "editor's note is: 
eee 

[Editor's note: Douglas P. Horne served as an olficer in the United States Navy long 

WV before assuming the duties of Senior Analyst for Military Records for the Assassi- 

\L nation Records Review Board (ARRB). In this stunning study, he explains how 

\ new information that the ARRB acquired—including interviews with the autopsy 

J 
ducted subsequent to 22 November 1963, which involved two different brains. Any- 

one who has ever wondered whether new discoveries are still possible should find 

this report fascinating. Horne has earned the nation’s admiration and gratitude for 

the intelligence ‘and Courage that he has displayed ji a bringi a) ae remarkable 

_/l findings to the attention Of the American people. if P4 v4 2 

W' Q pathologists—lead him to the discovery that two brain examinations had been con- uly 

/ 
' 

setzer suggests hanky-panky, as (does Horne, but . either 

explains how the one or ones whe undertook this hanky-pan nky could 

have been careless enough or stupid enough to leave Athepxtra 

brain along with what remained of JFK's to be discovered andp&f 

expose that hanky-pamky. 

There is no mention or consideration of this in Fetzer's note 

and none (in Horne! s text/that I recall. 
P______ —
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florne says that his staff memo ‘strongly suggest(s) that 

cwo different brains were examined" with a switch in the repcrts, 

the seconfd oNe rpreplacing thé report ont what remains of JFK's. 

Here it should be noted thas whet Horne is talkig aboutis not 

something he said is without quae thom: He says it is "strongly" 

suggested (page 299). OThitwnty 

Ww Fits 

Every investigting body was "victimized by this, horne Ate Mes 
A haw .and th wo nrTthing in 4 (nage 300). ta 1 4 nw ive ug eu 7 

us, i Oe he pon fe enfin his De lie 
Bey accuses Robert Blakey, formerly counsel for the 

HSCA, of suopression. Horne deprecates Blakey's explanation that 

the rules of the Congress require that what the committees aid 

not publish remain secret for watt years.. Despite weewhat horne 

says, the w@& rule is as Blakey told him. Of course, withholding 

ftom publication is a means of suppression (page 3K). Yet there 

is a practicall livit to what committees can publish. 

Afser asking the question, "So why would @ anyone do such 

a thing? Horve provides his answers: 

idl The real brain examined on or about Monday 25 ovembev 1963 

VV constituted unassailable evidence of a shot from the front and 

Diy was incompatible 

/ with the “cover story” of a lone shooter from behind. Sectioning it confirmed .) 

/ ° this. It was politically i incorrect, and was just plain dangerous, per iod. Ye : 3 OL 

The brain did not nave co pe sectioned to be able to state 

that the Commission conclusions about the brain were proven 
Se acted brawn 

wrong by the brain itself .In Post Mortem 1 published the #apfact 

that the brain held préof of a shot from the front. I also, then 
a 

and before then, dlso published another refutation of anothelt 

So’ mmission untruth. The Gs, Commission published che fact that 

the brain Arays revealed forthy "dustlike" fragments in it and, as I +
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also publixshed more than a quarter ogt a century ago, that 

tio dard te hye Ath Re v 
Ake 1 oes BLS Tory Gil itary a ‘munition under the terms of the 

Geneva convention. 

+ . . * U ~ oO y 

Or. this is not an item Q2 proof for Horne/. 

“Horne's second reason is his .opinion to which he is 

entitled, but he oresents it as a fact: 

my h— Admiral Burkley’s demand that tne examination be conducted quickly so it 

could be buried with the body, per Robert Kennedy's wishes, was simply a 

; stratagem to get the brain away from Humes and Boswell; it was an ae 

\ used by him to get custody of the best evidence in the murder of the ese 

2h We 
buried with the President on 25 November 

a ae, 

dent. It may or may not have been 

| 1963; we simply do not know/" 0 4 #¢ FO Fe Va 

@ is is fact that the. hennoay Canily wantec Jae vaoldhing 

Over with as soon as possible and that they wanted nothing to be 

available and subject to misuse, but as Robert Kennedy told the 

Warren Commission, as I reported in Post Mortem, the chapter 

ba "Hades , not Camelot," Robert Kennedy also told the Commision 

that it could have anything it needed. 

What Horn#e e@@teliminates from his reasoning, if that is 

what it is, is that shellavy command took control, firm and 

qdetermined control , of the efautopsy. Under command, the 

autopsy was changec. Under command, as, again, I reported in 

Post Mortem, “the chapter "Flatulent F@inck and His In*-¥coirt 

Spelling Bee" (pages230"f), whyt should have been done ay 

done. Horne cites no proof thet it was the family shat-was wy 

pressing to get the brain out of the hands of =H‘e Navy. In 

addition, ti:e fact is that with what the Navy did release in 

Woethe autopsy and in Navy medical testimony, although the 

Commission elected not to use it, what was disclosed is more 

than enough to contradict what the Navy and its autovsy said. 

=orne next says that thx Dallas doctors would have confirmed 

that the President was hit from she front.
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They did - immediately and thereafter, to the press, tothe 

public, to the Commission and to inserviewers. 

It sesms that Horne, like all the other Johnny-Come-Lately, 

lacks an @dequeaté backrgound in the establishe.: fact amand/or 

the jublished uses of it. 

Without proof thet the brain was not in the evidence, as it 

Was, Horne then states that next had ig it "been allowed “so 

he lacie in evidence, it "would have been smpesetnas to sell the 

‘cover story'." It was in evidence end whil/it did not "sell" to 

noes hat 
Most Veopi@, the government gct away with it,(page 308). W 

é n he 
Horne's last point is: Gee gh 

pe Removing the real brain lrom evidence and substituting photographs of an- \ A ye / bi ¥ 

bral other brain, with intact cerebellar hemispheres, and with a pattern of dam- Mole in 7) 

age roughly consistent with a shooter from above and behind, would support 
i) 

JW). M j the “cover story” that a lone man ina building shot a man ina car from above © [fo : 

| pi Wt rw] and behind. Lt also had the added benefit that i¢ could also be used to discredit jlo 

the testimony and observations of the Dallas doctors. p&qe i) Fh Sig eu 
. mse Li Ne iL a” 

the oMoenly thing "new he ¢, ¢Taeor's aBeo ignore > voust NLS 

#fis Horne's opinion and that does not stack. Nor does what he 

uses to support his opinion. 

Next Horne destroys hisbasis for having his opinions taken 

Seriously with: 

Although not the subject of this essay, I believe, as does David Lifton, that the | 
widely divergent descriptions of the wounds on President Kennedy's body, as 
seen in Dallas at Parkland Hospital on the one hand, and as seen later that day at 

f the National Naval Medical Center at Bethesda, Maryland, on the other hand, 
\ pie { together constitute prima facie proof that President Kennedy's body was altered— 

[V 
nh 

tampered with—prior to the commencement of the Navy autopsy, presumably to* 
remoye evidence (i.e., bullets or bullet fragments) inconsistent with the lone- 

“assassin-from-behind cover story. [Editor's note: See, for example, David Lifton, 
Best Evidence (1980).] The very nature of this gross tampering—butchery, actu- 

ally—enlarged the head wound to four or five times its original size, expanding 
the damage to include the top and right side of the skull. Therefore, retention of 

the authentic brain, showing exit damage only to the rear of that organ, and 

likely containing gross evidence of rather sloppy post-mortem cutting (evidence 
of tampering), could not be allowed{ ?) Aft Jos 
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She only thi ng new in Lifton's expences and commercialization 

of th? sssassination in his mist- itled book is the fraud Lifton 
4/V vn) (ad a 

invented and got ric) oh; th absolute impossibility of a bday- 

snatch seatha that in Lifton'd fabrication, was used to altev’¢he 

evidence thé body held. All parte of this fraud are fuise and 
— 

im =e I cannot cite my page by- page analusis and commenytsry ¢ of 
i 7 Ptr oud I 

(Because d#that was stolen from me by a Baltimpre policeman who, in 

his time off, worked for both Harry Livingstone and David Lifton. 

However, I have enough evidence lmrenaining tO leeve what I say 

here about Lifton wicthcut question. PAD hy Kurwo, 

Moreove, anyonewh who cites that fraud as proof indicts 

himself as a sybjeg natter ignoramus. D Ly WWE 

No #part of pit stacks “gd Liffon's fybrication is, on 

othey and known grounds, absolute ly impossible. 

He prabbed a great national #tragecdy and undertook +he 7? 
i " 

WWD EetK N& 
ee and) the veople about it-for @mfortune and che ap fame. 

bs et 

Pespicd ble in every sennsé and anyon/having anything # do 

wit tha obvious fraud, tha obvious impossibility, advertises that 

he is a subject ignoramus andhas opinions that cannot be “depended on. 

Next Horne says that a substitution for .he brain was 

"necessary." His opinion #@and without any real basis, only his re 
LO wes ns tho 

argument no part of which has stacket. What he also does’notsay ever 

hint at, is that his substituse brain ghd those forty dust-like 
a 

frggments. Without them it is not a replacemeny brin gnd without 
\ 

Aggithem his whole t{hing collapses(page 308). 

Under "Motivation" Horn? advaingt confesses his ignorance, of 

Which he is not aware, in vresuming whet for more than a quarter of a 

Wdeentury had been published- snd he should have known befor e he
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took a jog reuiring it as Wetwhat he now says also requires- 

of he is jist biiwi blowing off in ignorance: 

What would cause Drs. Humes and Boswell to participate in the false exami- 
| nation of a “second” brain? I certainly do not view them as masterminds of any 

\/ plot. But T do view them as men following orders from superiors. What excuse or 
reasons were they given? “National Security’? The prevention of “World War 

LL : IL"? No doubt something like that. But whatever their motivations, there is per- 
suasive evidence that they were co-opted commencing the night of the autopsy, 
and continuing on through the examination of a second brain specimen some- 

\ Ub time between 29 November—2 December 1963. This troubling pattern contin- 
- WV ued into November 1966 during the cataloging of the autopsy photographs and {V «rays, and finally into January 1967 with the preparation of the so-called “Mili- 

tary Review” of the autopsy report. 
\ Humes and Boswell have been backpedaling ever since, giving conflicting 

and unsatisfactory answers to serious questions about the evidence—answers 
- that should be more or less the same, but unaccountably are not. Finck, who 

~ tenaciously battled with the HSCA‘s forensic pathology panel over the location of 
* the entrance wound in the head, left America and eventually returned to his 

native Switzerland to retire in seclusion. Humes. and Boswell bonded closely 
while in the Navy (despite very different personalities) and maintain a close rela- 
tionship to this day. They visit each other a couple of times a year, often enough 
to call each other “bridge partners,” yet they cannot get their stories straight 

. | about what happened at President Kennedy's autopsy. (309) a, 

eTZer) 
AWe have not yet Oma teers) they ovner subject-matter 

Aa in ‘ 4 . | anne 4 : " a ; 
ignoramus with so slack a Jaw, referréi to as stunning 1a, ; pati f 

& IWF annIN GY * 
vt e : a : s : ten Ps iY 

as/Pascinating." “hat is beause there is not¢ring like eivkrer 

oo what forne wrotv and Fetzer collected and published. udlilyy 4+ 

“he second Horne contribution follek beginning on page 311. 

It is taced “tatereiave with ¥ Former NPIC Employees: The 

Zapruder Film off Nowember 1963" (pages 311ff). 

; # This title makes it clear that Horne Ycan betalking @ 

Mu os bude ein 2d, the Lasy wes ‘k of #November , 1963. 

, He also makes clear that he has joined the \ egion of @B 

those who zr years I have referred to as, the Kennedy -ASSASSI 
a“ 

kennedy Assassinatié’n Industry. His specialty is what has 

z tr 
become the largest or the most active part of that industry,hose 

who aktclaim that the assassination film has been altered, and 

they include cll the different kind of film. The most active 

‘part of tis most aes active subindustry are <nose who claim 
t 

ta that tie Zaorider film has been althered.
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Before going any farthur I report tat I was the first to. 
l 

= Od Vive - ; —— 
allege that the Zapruder fiim had,jn Tact uegbeen altered. I 

. HAT 
did that in the first bo ‘ok on the subject azd I proved thatjthere 

had been an altera tion by publishing the visible alteration of 

the original of the film that eliminated Frame 210, the very a, 
= Ae Hennes cal 

frame at which the Cemmission said the firs t+ shot had=been=fired. 

The alteration was quite visible. My publication¢f it embarrassed 

Time ; Co h, / 
rye, Inc. so it explained. it stated tat on the day after «the 

assassination, when the coor Tilm was havigng black and white 

cppies made for publication, for when color prints were beinp made, 

I do not now remember which, a ugtechnician accidentally tore the 

Ww 

film.. Knoing nothing of the official account, which had notyet 
\ Hui paren _ 

been annnounced, he removed” frames/dgiagionally sitexand 

- . _ patched tne top of one section to she bobtom ef the other sectionan a 

drag pone sy noay Gn ‘he Commission, the FBI, the Secret Service or the 

( KIA, Ge all fof whiom had and worked with prints, had suid a 

fword about 1 (Le |g H) 4) 

As Life magazine also said, what the film shows of those frames 

is included in the soem. But as I pointed out immediately, 

the copies do not include the marginal material around the 

gesprocket holes by means of which the film is moved edmeither way. 

Anaito prove the potential importance of @athat narginalateria;, 

I used it, in Whitewash II, to orove that the President was st ge 

by a bullet before FY ame 210. Ghat abinn heyrwye dhe fee Ww 

shis is to support what I say when I do not and hgve not 

objected ta inquiry to determine whether that or any other film oy 

f [i- , ; F . é . ‘ / } 

had been altered(g, / object ty unhwith, be Loci and antuatecieny 1%? 

With regard to the autopsy film, I was :lso the first to
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raise questions about it. I believe I was the first outside he 

Zovernnent to have and use the r¢oorts gon the examindhion fthe 

autopsy photog jeraphs by “he prosectors and by Wthe special 
wh wt site! 

panel of the cuntry's gutsdtanding experts to examin # ck Tilm. 

I have no reason to believe that any of tne film, which I'd 

not seen, had been altered. But f did beliegve that some af thé 

sfillsy were missing , as Tinaicate in that part of Post Mortem. 

So, befizors getting #@ into what Horne wrote, it is 

clear that long, long ago, I questioned the integrity of both the 

Zapruder film and the autopsy photograohs. 

But my questions were factual and 1 had and advanced no 

so-called theories, #%.which really are not theories at all. 

The yvery lass vage of what Horne contributed to Fetzer, 

page 324, I published many years earliey, in the 1976 revrint of 

my Photographic Whitewash, originally published in 1967. Or,I _ 

WPI ty pV 

uhlished tha and other /pages suppressed by the ickef4ller/Belin we 
if 
commission appointed by President Ford/. reves FY 

; he fy - 
That was one of several NPIC (CIA) panels ayic-tj / 

that proved the Warren Commission to be wrong.chad I was thefirst 

to oublih it, the first to let people K’now of this added oroof 

that the Commission was wrong. I was also the first to do that 

in a book, my first ha“ing been publéished in 1965. 

So, when I oppose those who claim they have done that, proven 

the Commission wrong, it is not because I oppose ‘proving the 

Commission and the government wrong. 

I also believe that criticismis an essential in a democratic 

eS ‘esiieny, that each citizen in a position to do that hasthe 

vital pbligatipion to do just that, criticY ze. 

But I also believe and have said soften, that unfair or
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Editor's note: 

Pedestal as a ke 

Jack White, renowne: 

dence, stands by the Dea 

Abraham Zapruder presu 
of JFK. White, who has s 

was a photo consultant to 

ing some of his most im, 
strates here how this pecs 
photos and films of this tr 
ful in exposing image alte 

ans in their effort to disto 

ability to discover the trut 

(Undated) NPIC working notes related to a shot sequence analysis 
published in Life. 

The Gr 
and other photogri 

The official story goes | 
Abraham Zapruder and his ¢ 
all time, the Zapruder movie 

* But that position appeai 
e that the Zapruder film, tl 
e that the Zapruder film its 

° that a handful of unalter: 

e that in the Zapruder fil 

present, people who were no 

and casts false shadows; pe 

small people grow tall and 

boards and lampposts repo 

emerges from the extant phi 
Let us begin with an ur 

other pedestal across the pl. - 

significant, perhaps because 
details of Zapruder and his s 

graphic techniques. See “Th 
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ope ol" 
C —_ 

inaccurate (has the opposit: effect, tends to supvort errant 

fe @governnent. 

, » 2&8 
wt h cihew 

xamination of this briefing board used by Horne, the same as I & y 

U ‘in P ic Whitewash innning on ; : ished sed\in Photographic Whitewash beginnning on page 299, published by 

megfl a me a quart #er of a century earlier, discloses that the NPIog 

Opinion is that by being incorrect on the time of the first shot, 

vets #those who are awte authentic experts, with the Commissiion 

wro ng on the first shot, the Report is entirely wrong. 

The Report hjangs on what was nistitled/the single-bullet 

theory. #If that shot was not fired at Frame 210 the Report 

collapses. And here, as Horne does bot say, the entire officigl 
Cr 

exfplanation of the assassination is proven false. 

ne) 
But to get back to the beginning, there is npthing new 

in what Horne attributes to his ARRB interviews with those who 

a | 
had worked @for the NPIC so long ago except their fajglty 

recollection, their recolleczion of the absolutely impossible, 

augmented by an unwillingness to believe what is proven beyond 

question, that aothe NPIC did not have possession of the ori- 

ginal @& vavruder film. 

It did have a copy and it should have had a copy. It was 

qsked to analyze it byly the Secret Sevice and it should have 
U. 

been asked to do tat by the Secret Service. If not also by the 

PBI because the analytical capa‘ bilities of the NPiv were d¢athe 

t- 4 ; ; 
best. or ef was their business. 

Hear™ 
These ',émego also make it clvar tha that the NPIC did not 

copy the film as a motion picyure. 

t is not, as that subject-matter ignoramus Fetzer says, 

"astonishing." It was as it should have been. “na still again, 

his smoking gun has no smoke. .- 

-
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Snd still again, Fetzer does not tell us "What We Know Now 

that We Didn't Know Then" and again, not a word that is new 

"about the Death of JFK."
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Those many who regard themSelves as Shferiock Holmes ¥% 

- 4t— + ms _ . —— . 
returned as soon as whal they wbelieve is a gopod idea pops 

é 

into tneir mind begin with subject-matter ifnorance and «they 
2 ? YY 

news / not @ Single one of tnem seek to acquire the knowLedgdthey 
¥ 

need. Desvite Feszer's blowing Horne uup, his story lacks the 

. nA & 
Simple but on this basic knowledge, th +h time those olf 

h ow Leo 

interviewed say they work(on anaylsi ng the Zapruder “iim one 
rae w ; 
ef=t-et t#o nights after the assassination, the original was 

“TO 

not and could not have been available +—he BR@WPIC from 

any government gsource. 

SimeLife had paid wen much ror it and had it to use 

and it did use in he coming edition. It was in g8#Chicago the 

day after the assassination ang that was only the beginnin: : 

of the need for it in the publ }ishing of sthat issue. 

Th ere is, in fact, no preof that the original was out 

of YTime-Life's possession until it was sent to the sArchives. 
io) 

Snakespeare titled this Part, "Much Ad® About Nothing."
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-He was the Head of NPIC's color lab in 1963. At that tIme NPIC was no longer in NW Washington oa 
above Steuart Motors (where it was during the Cuban Missile Crisis), but had relocated to BLDG 213 in 
the Washington Navy Yard, following a quick 90-day renovation of a warehouse with no windows directed 
by Robert Kennedy. McMahon was careful to clarify that he was an employee of NPIC In 1963, not the 
CIA, and that the CIA only “paid his salary.° 

-McMahon did recall the Zapruder film analysis In some datail, and confirmed ARRB's understanding 
that the analysis (of which frames In which shots’ struck occupants of the limousine) was performed at the 
request of the Secret Service. He recalled that a Secret Service agent named “Bill Smith* personally 
brought the film over to NPIC, and that the personnel Involved In the analysis were himself (McMahon), 
Bill Smith of the USSS, and a third person whose name McMahon would not reveal to us during the 
interview "because he Is still current.” 

-TIMING: McMahon thought that the analysis had occurred only “1 or 2 days” after the assassination; 
he also recalled that there was a great sense of urgency regarding the desired product, and that he had to 
“work all night long" to complete the required work (described below), At one point he said he thought he 
had gone into work about 1 A.M. to commence the analysis; later he corrected himself and said that R ir u 
parhaps it was more like 8 P.M., but that In any case he was sure that the work occurred after normal : Remotes # Noses 2 
working hours, required him to return to work, and that the analysis went on all night long. ye 2 n a) S }, 0 b 2 6 u 

-McMahon never used the name Zapruder film during the Interview; he repeatedly referred to the film 
in question as an “amateur movie" of the assassination brought to NPIC by the Secret Service. : a oma ary oe 

-PROVENANCE OF THE FILM: McMahon stated that Secret Service agent Bill Smith claimed he had . Le Skeonds 
personally picked up the {film from the amateur who had exposed it, had flown it to Rochester for 
developing, and had then couriered it to Washington, DC to NPIC for analysis and for the creation of 

photographic briefing boards, using still photographic prints enlarged from selacted individual frames of 
the movie. After twice mentioning Rochester as the site where the film was developed, Dave Montague 
(in an attempt to specify whether McMahon was referring to A.I.T., or Kodak) asked whether he meant 
Kodak, and McMahon emphatically said “| mean Kodak at Rochester.* | asked him how firm he was thal 
this is what the Secret Service agent told him, and he said he was “absolutely certain.“ 

3rd Shot 318. 

-REASONS FOR ANALYSIS AT NPIC VICE ANOTHER LOCATION: McMahon said that USSS 
agent Bill Smith told him the reason the film had been couriered to NPIC was because NPIC had special, 
state-of-the-art enlarging equipment which Kodak did not have at Rochester. McMahon said that after the 
analysis of where shots occurred on the film was completed, many frames were selected ("perhaps as 
many as 40, but not more than about 40°) for reproduction as photographic prints, and that NPIC's special 
"10-20-40 enlarger” was used to magnify each desired image frame *40 times Its original size for the 
manufacture of Internegatives.” McMahon said that the intemmegatives were then used for the production 
of multiple color prints of each selected frame. He sald that the color lab at NPIC where he worked did not a 
prepare the actual briefing boards, but that he assumed the briefing boards were prepared somewhere x 
else at NPIC, In some other department. q 

-In response to clarification questions by Home, McMahan said that at no lime was the amateur movia 7 Ist Sh i) fe 

copied as a motion picture film ,and that the only photographic work done at NPIC was to make color : . 
prints. He could not remember whether the prints were 5" X 7* format, or 8" X 10° format. 

-Home asked whether he was working with the original film or a copy, and McMahon stated with some 
certainty that he was “sure we had the original film." Home asked why, and he said that he was sure It 
was the original because it was Kodachrome, and because It was a “double 8* movie. Home asked him to too. _ ee {os 
clarify whether the home movie was slit or unslit, and McMahon sald that he was pretty sure the film was :. ve 
UNSLIT, because “we had to flip it ovar to see the image on the other side in the correct orientation.* He g a d She £ 2Y2 
sald that the movie was placed In an optical printer, in which the selected frames were then magnilied to g 
40 times their original size for the production of Internegalives. He sald a “liquid gate" process was used a . mes 
(on the home movie framas) to produce the. internegatives. d ne ‘i }- 

-Prior to the production of intemegatives and color prints for brieling boards, he said he recalled an , ae | eee 
analysis "to determine where the 3 shots hit." He sald he would not share the results of the analysis with 
us on the telephone. The film was projected as a motion picture 4 or 5 times during the analysis phase, 
for purposes of determining “where the 3 shots hit.“ | 3 ai fr 

3nd Sho alee 
-At this point Home informed Mr. McMahon that CIA's HAG had deposited a surviving briefing board 

and the original working notes in the JFK Collection in 1993 for access by the public, and that they were 
not classified. Montague promised to send McMahon an information package explaining the JFK Act and 
the Review Board's mandate, and Horne and Montague asked Mr. McMahon Is he would be willing to 
submit to a formal, in-depth, recorded Interview at Archives II with the briefing board and the working sesieerss ee, spt sensei preemies 
notes available to him during the interview. He agreed. \ 

-McMahon explained that the working notes were “prepared jointly by the 3 of us working on the \ 
project that night." END . 

eee ES as 

(Undated) NI 
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ariepals Heunl Sea pid Bey Attendees: Morgan Bennett (“Ben’) Hunter, Homer McMahon (Retired NPIC), Doug 

ler. END Horne(ARRB) , and Jim Goslee (ARRB) 
: Topic: Processing of Zapruder Film by NPIC In 1963 (Revised August 15, 1997) 

ST Summary of the Meeting 

Jim Goslee and | met this date with Bennett Hunted at the National Archives In order to show him the 
surviving NPIC briefing boards (and assoclated original NPIC Working MEE ) made from blowups of 
individual frames from the Zapruder film. When ARRB staff Interviewed Mr. Hunted on June 17, 1997, we 

promised him that we would show him the NPIC briefing boards at Archives Il; this meeting was the 
delivery on that promise. Mr. Hunted brought Homer McMahon, his former supervisorat NPIC (and the 

person who worked with him on the Zapruder film project) with him to this meeting. [ARRB had previously t ld 

interviewed Mr. McMahon at Archives It and shown him the briefing boards and original working notes on pr 

July 14, 1997. Jets J 
Mr. Hunted and Mr. McMahon examined the 4 NPIC briefing board panels (Hunted for the first time, Oat Uv, \ 

and McMahon for the second time), and the original NPIC working notes, both of which can be found ins “+ ¢ 

flat # 90A. ay oh 
Mr. Hunted confirmed unequivocally that this was the material that he and Homer McMahon copied the| 

weekend of the assassination. | asked him Hf he now recalled making more than 8 prints, and he said 

no--that he still recallad making only about 8 prints--but reiterated again that the prints on the briefing 

boards are the same work material/subject matter he and Homer printed that night at NPIC in November 

1963. 
| asked both men if they still recalled that their event occurred prior to the President's funeral, and they 

both emphatically said yes. Mr. McMahon said he believes they performed their work the night of the 

same day the President was assassinated, and Bennett Hunted said he was of the opinion they did their 

work on the second night after the assassination (i.e., Saturday night). : Ss un etKe . 

At one point Mr, McMahon said "| know who [at NPIC] made the briefing boards, but I'm not going to 
tell you." Later in our meeting | asked him If he would reconsider his decision not to reveal the Identity of 
the person whom hebelieved made the briefing boards, and he said he would not, explaining that the 
person may still be “current.” He did state that the Secret Service agent took the materials to this person 
and stayed with the NPIC employee who made the briefing boards during that process. 

: E Both men examined the NPIC working notes again (the originals from flat # 90A), and both agreed 

4 F 4 that the only page they saw the night of their work was the half-sheet of yellow legal paper, which contains 

: an itemization on its “reverse” side of varlous steps in the developing process for the internegatives and 

still prints, and the times required to perform each step. Homer McMahon stated that on the reverse side 

where the entry “print test” is found, the print test consisted of making one 8" X 10° print, and one 5° X 7" 

print. (The 8" X 10" print from the print test can be found today in flat # 90A.) McMahon confirmed that on ! 

the “front” side of this scrap of paper, he did not recognize the information regarding the briefing board i 

panels as his handwriting, but did recognize the arithmetic calculations at the bottom of the page as being ht 

in his own hand. Bennett Hunter recognized two words at the top of columns one and two of this page i. 

(‘print #" and “frame #") as being in his own handwriting, but no others. Both men agreed that none of the 

long sheets of yellow legal paper which are part of the NPIC working notes were seen or produced by i 

them in November 1963. They both felt, following discussion, that some of the photogrammetry experts at } 
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